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ABSTRACT

Crime exists in a symbiotic relationship to humanity: wherever people aspire to lawful enterprise, criminals endeavor to achieve illicit gains. Whether on land, on the sea, in the air, or through cyberspace, criminal activity quickly joins legitimate commerce in every domain of economic activity. So why is there no crime in space?

Criminology theories offer the insight needed to address this question. One of those theories—Routine Activity Theory—contends that crime occurs when motivated offenders, suitable targets, and a lack of capable guardians converge in time and place. In this thesis, spacecrime refers to those acts undertaken in or from space for primarily financial gain. First, I analyze the efforts required for motivated and capable offenders to build and launch a satellite they can use to commit spacecrime. Next, I examine the space commerce sector to determine whether suitable targets exist to entice offenders. Finally, I explore the state of guardianship in space: who is able to monitor space, and what actions can they take to prevent crime?

I conclude there are plenty of viable targets, and that guardianship is inadequate: even with sufficient passive monitoring, the ability to respond to crime in space is extremely limited. The primary reason for a lack of spacecrime is the difficulty and cost associated with becoming a criminal—the technology and launch costs are still too high. However, my research revealed that small satellite technology is rapidly becoming more lightweight, modular, and cheaper, and that access to space over the next decade will be easier and less expensive than today. A time will come when the cost/benefit analysis will motivate offenders to undertake spacecrime, and it will prove to be profitable. Therefore the international community should address possible mitigation and prevention policies now, rather than waiting for the first criminal act.
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INTRODUCTION

Crime is ubiquitous. It exists regardless of where an offender or victim resides along the socioeconomic spectrum, and manifests anywhere along a continuum of violence. Crime for economic benefit crosses domains—land, sea, air and cyber. From shoplifting at a retail store to piracy off the Somali coast; from hijacking of aircraft to identity theft via the Internet, men and women endeavor to redistribute wealth from others to themselves through criminal enterprise. The variety of possibilities is endless, ranging from petty gains by impetuous individuals to quasi-corporate international criminal organizations. If humans have sought to achieve illegal financial gain in all other domains, why has crime not yet migrated to space?

In this thesis I focus specifically on economic crime—those criminal acts carried out by individuals or groups with the primary purpose of financial gain. These types of criminal acts take a myriad of forms: kidnapping, ransoming, hijacking, theft, money laundering, and a host of others. While other categories and types of crime are possible in space, I chose to restrain from my investigation those acts undertaken for a primary purpose other than economic benefit.

The majority of space policy and international arms control efforts focus on state actors and their interactions with one another, or with non-state actors and the threat of terrorism. The subject of criminal interaction between private entities is considered scarcely, if not ignored completely, in public discourse. The reason for this is simple: it has not yet happened. Contrasted with issues of maritime piracy and cybercrime that clamor for immediate responses, the question of crime in space falls through policy seams quite easily.

In this thesis I examine the act of crime itself—the factors which, when present, generally permit crime to occur—and utilize a criminology theory to investigate crime in the space domain. Routine Activity Theory
contends that when motivated and capable offenders, a supply of suitable targets, and a lack of capable guardianship converge within a given domain in time and place, crime will occur. Manipulating any of these three factors can affect directly the amount of crime that may arise.

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the topic of spacecrime utilizing this theoretical framework, determine its likelihood of occurrence, and recommend further areas of study to progress this issue from the fringe into mainstream policy discussions. If crime does occur in space, it will present problems to the international community analogous to maritime piracy and other transnational crimes, and will consequently require an international response. Although it has not yet occurred, and may not occur for another decade or more, discourse on international policy and law should address spacecrime now.

The first chapter provides an overview of general theories of crime and introduces Routine Activity Theory. I discuss in detail the three primary factors: offender, target, and guardian. I demonstrate how Routine Activity Theory offers value toward understanding crime in the maritime and cyberspace domains, and explain why it is useful in forecasting the rise of spacecrime.

In the second chapter, I apply Routine Activity Theory to the space domain, investigate why crime has not yet occurred there, and identify the factors, which if modified, would allow for the rise of spacecrime. Although the conditions of a lack of capable guardianship and supply of suitable targets in space are currently met, the supply of motivated and capable offenders is lacking. This supply is likely to grow as non-state and individual actors increase their presence in space. This increase will occur as technology continues to improve, and the costs decrease for both improved satellite technology and space transportation.

The final chapter offers conclusions and some recommendations for further study. My goal for this thesis is not to conduct a broad review of current international policy and law, to provide a solid business case
for criminal enterprise in space, nor to offer specific recommendations on how to control or prevent space crime. Rather, the scope of this thesis is the argument that crime in space is analogous to crime in other domains and, given the right conditions, will arise and require a response. My investigation concludes that those conditions are likely to be met, and therefore the problem of spacecrime is worthy of increased consideration by policymakers today.
CHAPTER 1

Routine Activity Theory: An Introduction

There are crimes of passion and crimes of logic. The boundary between them is not clearly defined.

Albert Camus
The Rebel: An Essay on Man in Revolt

Why does crime occur? This question has plagued humanity since its beginning, and whether it is the right question is subject to debate. Looking solely at criminal behavior prompts a different question: why do people commit crime?1 Studying characteristics of the criminal aggregate leads to analysis beyond the choices of individuals, and to questions such as: why do people raised in particular locations, or under certain conditions, or with similar backgrounds, have a higher probability of committing crime? These questions yield to those aimed at society’s response: how does society prevent crime and protect its law-abiding citizens? Theories of explanatory and preventive nature abound, and seek generally to reduce criminal motivation through education or reform, safeguard victims and property through various protection mechanisms, or directly prevent criminal activity through active employment of security or law enforcement officers.

These theories of crime are divided into two broad categories—those that examine the development of criminal offenders, and those that attempt to explain criminal events.2 Offender-based theories are further divided into individual and sociological categories, although the lines

---

between these distinctions are easily blurred. Individual theories attempt to explain criminal behavior by examining the motivations of individual offenders. Sociological theories examine an offender’s physical, cultural, and social environment, and attempt to explain criminal behavior in light of these socioeconomic factors. Both groups of theories seek to explain crime through the lens of the criminal, and are fertile ground for debates on the nature of humanity, how its characteristics are altered by various factors, and how society can manipulate these factors to decrease or prevent criminal behavior.

Theories focused on the criminal event itself purposely marginalize the characteristics of offenders, and attempt to identify the circumstances under which crime occurs independent of the offender’s attributes. These structural theories offer the opportunity to anticipate the conditions most conducive to criminal behavior without focusing on the uncertainty of human motivation, morality, ethics, or the complexity and diversity of sociological and environmental factors. Although all theories of crime are theories of human behavior at their root—therefore strictly contextual and generally limited—some are nonetheless useful.

No theory of crime extends perfectly to the space domain, primarily because criminologists focus their research on the plethora of criminal activity on earth. However, since structural theories minimize the who and why in the crime equation, and thus the sources of greatest uncertainty, they offer the best option to explore criminal events in a domain where they have not yet occurred.

Within the area of structural theories, a branch of economic crime analysis grew from Nobel laureate Gary Becker’s seminal article

---


4 George E. P. Box, *Empirical Model-building and Response Surfaces*, Wiley Series in Probability and Mathematical Statistics (New York: Wiley, 1987), 424. Dr. Box recognized that ”...all models are wrong, but some are useful.”
published in 1968. Rather than focusing on the then-predominant approach of researching criminal motivation, Becker developed a model that viewed criminal activity as a rational choice alternative to generating legal income. This cost/benefit analysis included alternatives to legitimate work, the availability of economically viable targets, and the ability to succeed in criminal enterprise without repercussion. Although on the surface this appears to offer another theory of criminal offenders, its focus was not the individual criminal, but rather the criminal aggregate—as long as crime offers an opportunity for financial gain, some people will choose to commit criminal acts rather than, or in addition to, legitimate work.

Building on this foundation, crime becomes less of a problem that can be eradicated, and more of an inexorable element of society—just one of many variables in the economic calculus of human existence. Given the option of a crime-free world in a utopian sense, most people would choose to live in such a world. However, in a real world populated by self-interested humans, achieving a crime-free world is not fiscally feasible. The tremendous amount of resources required, coupled with the restrictions of civil liberties required to achieve zero crime, would be unpalatable to most people. In other words, there cannot be an absence of crime without an excess of cost.

So the question remains—why does crime occur? An economics-based theory is not the only way to consider crime, nor necessarily the
best, but it is extremely useful. It helps explain why crime might come to exist in a given domain, independent of the individuals who carry out the criminal act. This thesis does not aim to provide a definitive rationale for why crime exists or how to eliminate it, but rather to examine one theory’s explanation for crime, and how this applies to the only domain without criminal activity—space. Routine Activity Theory, a structural-based economic theory of crime, provides such an explanation.

**Overview of Routine Activity Theory**

Lawrence Cohen and Marcus Felson developed Routine Activity Theory in the late 1970’s, and published it in *The American Sociological Review* in 1979.¹⁰ It assumes a rational choice approach, where an offender utilizes a deliberate cognitive process to select the type of crime to commit, choose the target victim, decide upon the time and place of the criminal act, and calculate the probability of apprehension.¹¹ If the benefit outweighs the risks involved, the offender will choose to perpetrate a criminal act. The focus of their research was “direct-contact predatory crime,” in which someone “takes or damages the person or property of another.”¹² They argued the structure of the routine activities of everyday life affect the amount of crimes committed. The focus of their theory is on the criminal act itself, the variables required to enable such an act, and assumes criminal inclination is a given.¹³

Cohen and Felson create a framework of three minimal criteria to explain why crimes take place: a motivated and capable offender, a

---

suitable target, and an absence of capable guardians.\textsuperscript{14} The convergence in space and time of these three elements, or the lack of any single one, is sufficient to explain an increase or decrease in crime rates.\textsuperscript{15} By understanding the dynamics of each element, officials can better explain and influence criminal activity by manipulating the ratio of offenders to targets, targets to guardians, or guardians to offenders.\textsuperscript{16}

Offenders must be motivated and capable of committing a criminal act. The source of motivation under Routine Activity Theory is irrelevant: whether financing a drug habit, feeding one’s family, fueling a need for thrills, or succumbing to peer pressure, the final result is a motivated offender willing to commit a crime.\textsuperscript{17} Criminal offender\textsuperscript{-}based theories of crime focus heavily on the area of motivation.\textsuperscript{18} Arguably more important is an offender’s \textit{capability} to complete the criminal act, and to do so without apprehension. Although many people might be willing to rob a bank, few have the ability to do so without getting caught. But unsuccessful bank robberies still occur, and it is not likely that offenders can be prevented from attempting crimes.\textsuperscript{19} This element of Routine Activity theory is the nexus of individual motivations, skills, and aptitude, and is related closely to finding suitable targets.

A suitable target can be a person or an object.\textsuperscript{20} The target must prove both vulnerable and desirable to the offender. Factors such as target location, lifestyle, socioeconomic status, culture, and habits play a role in victim selection. For instance, if an offender wishes to burglarize

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{14}] Cohen and Felson, “Social Change and Crime Rate Trends,” 589.
\item[\textsuperscript{15}] Cohen and Felson, “Social Change and Crime Rate Trends,” 589.
\item[\textsuperscript{16}] Cohen and Felson, “Social Change and Crime Rate Trends,” 604.
\item[\textsuperscript{17}] Glaser, \textit{Social Deviance}, 58.
\item[\textsuperscript{18}] Eck and Weisburd, \textit{Crime and Place}, 5.
\item[\textsuperscript{20}] Cohen and Felson, “Social Change and Crime Rate Trends,” 590.
\end{itemize}
a home, the choice is most likely one that provides easy entry, does not contain a security system, does not have large dogs, whose owners follow a daily routine, etc. In addition, a home that contains expensive electronics, computers, jewelry, and other valuable goods is more desirable than one of little value. When vulnerability and value combine, it increases the suitability of a target, and without guardianship the likelihood of becoming a victim grows.

Capable guardians serve by simple presence to deter criminal activity, and by absence make crime more likely. Security guards and law enforcement officers are formal examples of guardians, but neighbors, parents, and even strangers in the area can serve to discourage an offender. Security cameras also serve as a form of passive guardianship, since their presence implies a watchful human on the other end of the lens. A lack of guardianship directly influences an offender’s calculation of the probability of apprehension. Cohen and Felson posit that when motivated offenders and suitable targets converge in time and space, the presence or lack of guardianship is directly related to the probability of a criminal act transpiring.

Using this framework, Cohen and Felson examined crime rates after World War II in an attempt to explain why crime rates were higher than before the war, despite America’s economic prosperity. Their analysis concluded that macro-level factors—such as unemployment rates and national economic prosperity—were less important for explaining crime rates than the three criteria of Routine Activity Theory.

---

They concluded “the convergence in time and space of suitable targets and the absence of capable guardians can lead to large increases in crime rates without any increase or change in the structural conditions that motivate individuals to engage in crime.”\textsuperscript{26} In other words, no matter how good an economy is or how many jobs are available, people still choose to commit crimes based on internal, rational choice decisions. Whether this rational choice is intelligent or logical is immaterial—given the existence of the three factors, crimes will occur.

Routine Activity Theory has matured since its introduction, and several others have made enhancements. John Eck introduced a three-fold model of supervision to supplement the element of guardianship. In his model, guardians serve to protect targets, handlers influence offenders, and managers supervise places.\textsuperscript{27} Guardi\textit{ans} could include friends (such as running with another person through a park for mutual protection), or formal security through guards or law enforcement officers.\textsuperscript{28} When people or objects are separated from guardians for prolonged periods of time, the likelihood of becoming a target increases.\textsuperscript{29} Handler\textit{s} are people with direct contact and influence over an offender, including parents, teachers, friends, or employers.\textsuperscript{30} Manager\textit{s} are those who supervise the places where crime might occur, and include janitors, building managers, and store employees. In order for an offender to commit a criminal act, a handler or manager must be absent, ineffective, or negligent.\textsuperscript{31}

\textsuperscript{26} Cohen and Felson, “Social Change and Crime Rate Trends,” 604.
\textsuperscript{29} Felson, “Those Who Discourage Crime,” 55.
These structural elements provide the necessary conditions with which to study the occurrence of criminal activity in general. The convergence in time and place of motivated and capable offenders (without handlers), a supply of suitable targets (without guardians), and a lack of capable place supervision (without effective managers) presents a broad theoretical framework with which to examine criminal activity in multiple domain contexts. The remainder of this chapter will analyze Routine Activity Theory’s ability to explain and predict economic crimes in the global commons.

**Routine Activity Theory Applied to Other Domains**

The utility of Routine Activity Theory comes through its broad transfer value and applicability beyond the terrestrial domain. All theories are incomplete and therefore only partially valid, but nevertheless provide useful functions when they define, categorize, explain, connect, and anticipate. In order to extend Routine Activity Theory beyond its original context, the following section utilizes Harold Winton’s theoretical taxonomy to clarify how the theory applies to case studies in the maritime, cyberspace, and space domains.

The first task is to define the scope of Routine Activity Theory in the context of this thesis. While Cohen and Felson applied the theory to crimes against persons and objects, it was not limited to crimes of this type, nor to crimes for economic benefit alone. This thesis focuses specifically on *economic crime*: those criminal acts carried out by individuals or groups for the primary purpose of financial gain. In addition, although the threat of violence might be employed in some

---

circumstances, these crimes are generally non-violent in nature. These types of criminal acts may take a myriad of forms: kidnapping, hijacking, ransoming, theft, money laundering, etc. While other forms of crime are certainly possible, this thesis excludes those acts undertaken for a primary purpose other than economic benefit.\textsuperscript{36}

The next step is to examine how the constituent parts of Routine Activity Theory—offender, target, and guardian—apply in the context of the global commons. The assumption that some capable offender will arise who is willing to commit a crime, regardless of intervening factors, still applies. Offenders must also possess the requisite technical knowledge and capability to commit the criminal act. This includes equipment and supplies, background information on the target, foundational knowledge, etc. For example, a maritime pirate must possess a ship and weapons, have a basic understanding of maritime operations and navigation, know which ship to target and where it is located, and understand how to impose a ransom and receive payment. In most cases, offenders require some amount of financial backing to support their crime. This might come through personal investment, criminal organizations, or via state funding. Offenders also require physical access to the target, even in the case of cybercrime. Although an offender might use virtual means to commit a cybercrime, the target is still accessed and affected in the real world.

A target contains four properties that affect an offender’s assessment of its suitability: value, inertia, visibility, and accessibility.\textsuperscript{37} In general, value refers to the intrinsic worth of a target to the offender. This value need not be financial, but for the purpose of this thesis value

\textsuperscript{36} While some scholars consider maritime piracy as terrorism, any piracy carried out for the economic benefit of the offender(s) is considered economic crime, rather than a terrorist act, for the remainder of this thesis.

refers to the economic benefits perceived through undertaking a criminal act against a given target. *Inertia* refers to the physical characteristics of a target—volume, mass, velocity—and their contextual effect on whether a target is worth pursuit. Visibility is critical, since offenders must know a target exists, and be able to locate it. Offenders must possess enough information about a target to locate it, and in the case of a moving target, to track and predict its future location. Finally, *accessibility* refers to the “ability of an offender to get to the target and then get away from the scene of a crime.” This includes the concept of anonymity, and the overall judgment of whether crime against a given target is possible without apprehension. The suitability of a target is a composite of these four characteristics, combined with an assessment of whether a given target possesses competent guardians.

Guardians must be capable of preventing crime from occurring. Prevention is possible through direct action, or merely by the physical presence of the guardian. Routine Activity Theory suggests mere presence is sufficient in many cases to remind a potential offender that someone is looking. The crux of guardianship is presence *at the time* a motivated and capable offender converges with a suitable target. This is the challenge for guardianship of the global commons—the ability to monitor and engage potential offenders or targets *at the proper time*. At

---

sea, in cyberspace, and in space, the idea that mere presence of bystanders is suitable to deter crime is insufficient. Guardianship of the global commons is therefore likely to be formal rather than informal, consisting of professionals tasked for the duty and capable of taking direct action.

With these components in place, Routine Activity Theory offers a framework for the etiological analysis of crime in various domains. Regardless of criminal motivation, criminal acts take place when capable offenders have a supply of suitable targets from which to choose, and when those targets lack sufficient guardianship. The theory has been used primarily to explain why crime *has* occurred, and what actions are possible to prevent crime by decreasing offenders, suitability or supply of targets, or increasing or improving guardianship. But the theory is also useful to explain why crime *will* occur, using the three core variables. If a car is left unlocked with the keys in the ignition, in a location where offenders have stolen many cars, and where the police patrol infrequently, it is highly probable the car will be stolen. This anticipatory value extends not only to domains where crime has occurred in the past, but also to the space domain where crime has yet to occur.

My primary purpose is to investigate the anticipatory applicability of the theory to the space domain by appraising the current status of capable offenders, suitable targets, and lack of guardianship. Many potential business cases support criminal ventures in space, but for simplicity this thesis focuses on one: hijacking and ransoming a target satellite using an offender’s satellite. Examining the current status of each category will answer the question: why has crime in space not yet occurred?

My goal in utilizing Routine Activity Theory is not to predict the exact conditions required for crime in space, the nature of the criminal actor, nor provide specific solutions for avoiding or preventing this criminal activity from occurring. The goal is to demonstrate that
spacecrime is a real possibility, and requires serious consideration by policy makers. Unless action is taken in the near-term to reduce the potential for criminal offenders in space, decrease suitability of targets, or increase the effectiveness of guardianship, spacecrime will be unavoidable.
CHAPTER 2

The Case for Spacecrime

You look at these scattered houses, and you are impressed by their beauty. I look at them, and the only thought which comes to me is a feeling of their isolation and of the impunity with which crime may be committed there.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
The Adventure of the Copper Beeches

A civilian space industry encompassing commercial activity did not exist before the formation of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1958. Prior to this time, the Department of Defense (DOD) led and carried out research into space technologies.\(^1\) The US government’s decision to contract with a fledgling industry for civilian space programs provided a means for the sector to grow. With the launch of the first commercial satellite on July 10, 1962, outer space joined the global commercial domains of sea and air.\(^2\) Although the race to the moon captured the world’s hopes and dreams, the economic opportunities in space promised to capture its pocketbooks. The race to commercialize and profit from space had begun.

The entire commercial space economy was estimated as a $189.4 billion industry in 2011.\(^3\) The commercial space products and services sector—the target for spacecrime in the context of this thesis—collected $102 billion in revenue. One industry report categorizes this sector into the broadcasting, communications, earth observation, geolocation and

---


\(^2\) United States Space Objects Registry, "Details of Telstar-1," http://usspaceobjectsregistry.state.gov/registry/dsp_DetailView.cfm?id=90

navigation, space transportation, and in-space activities subsectors.\textsuperscript{4} The goal of spacecrime is to redistribute wealth created from this industry into the pockets of successful offenders. The role of this industry in affecting the cost/benefit analysis of potential offenders is discussed later in the chapter.

Spacecrime could consist of many possible actions, limited only by the criminal imagination. For the purpose of thesis, in order to contain the topic and to narrow the analysis considerably, \textit{spacecrime} is limited to criminal acts undertaken by an individual or group \textit{from} space against a target \textit{in} space, primarily for financial gain. While spacecrime could include nefarious acts \textit{into} space from other domains, or \textit{from} space into other domains, the terse limitation here proscribes digressions into definition or tangential analysis. Specifically, an offender must possess the technical skills required to build and operate a satellite, and gain access to space via some launch service provider; the target must be suitable enough to meet the offender’s cost/benefit calculation; and guardianship must be insufficient to the point of emboldening an offender to act.

Spacecrime is not, for example, simply jamming a satellite from the ground. This may have occurred in a limited fashion already, but has proven ineffective as a successful extortion method since it requires the jammer to be in constant line of sight to its target. In the case of LEO targets this presents a challenge: if the jammer can only see its target for a short period of time, then it cannot continuously deny access to the target’s operator. Targets in GEO are more susceptible to terrestrial jamming, since a single jammer can maintain line of sight to its target, and could therefore deny access continuously. However, unless the jammer is mobile or the offender employs multiple jammers at different locations operating at different times, the locations of persistent jammers

are eventually discovered. At least one private company provides the resources and means to do so, including the use of helicopters and sensitive electronic gear to geolocate the jamming source.\(^5\)

Spacecrime is not an act undertaken for other than financial motivations. Acts carried out for political or ideological ends that disrupt, damage, or destroy space assets of governments, civilians, or commercial entities are not spacecrime. These acts are distressing to the international community—analogous to incidents of late-twentieth century aircraft hijacking—but they are not spacecrime. Acts carried out for purely recreational or entertainment purposes are also not investigated. International responses to spacecrime should consider the potential for these actions, but they are not examined in this thesis.

Spacecrime is not undertaken by nation states against government, civilian, or commercial targets, even if the goal is financial gain. Space privateeering is an intriguing concept: a nation-state employs a private individual or group to carry out an act of spacecrime on its behalf. There are further international ramifications should a nation state support a space-based act of aggression than if a private entity carried out the same act. For my purposes here, any act of space privateeering is considered apart from the attribution of a nation-state supporter. In other words, whether the offender receives support from a nation-state or not is immaterial to my purposes—the intent here is to examine whether or not spacecrime, as defined above, will occur.

Spacecrime may include using cyber means to hijack and ransom a target satellite and/or its command and control (C2) system, but this type of spacecrime is cross-domain rather than a pure form. Hijacking and holding a satellite for ransom targets an on-orbit satellite from the ground, either by taking over the target’s terrestrial C2 system, or using an offender’s own C2 system to hack the satellite directly and wrest

control from its owner. Although such a scenario might be plausible, it is a separate act from spacecrime that occurs both in and from space. It is more properly understood as an act of cybercrime that targets assets in space, but from the earth. In this thesis I am primarily concerned with spacecrime actions that do not require direct interaction with a target satellite or its C2 system in order to achieve financial gain. If an offender were to utilize cyber means to hijack a satellite, and then use it to conduct an on-orbit attack against a different target, that act would compose spacecrime in this more pure form.

The following scenario provides a better illustration of the type of spacecrime investigated in this thesis. It is not necessary to examine every possible criminal vector to examine its practical and financial viability. I employ a maritime piracy model of hijacking and then ransoming a ship, albeit with some deviation based on the definition of spacecrime above. This example demonstrates how one scenario might play out in an act of future spacecrime. The discussion following the scenario unpacks the offender-target-guardian triad through examining the status of satellite technology and commercial space transportation options, the satellite market and availability of suitable targets, and the current state of guardianship in space.

One Possible Scenario

A small nanosatellite drifts toward a commercial satellite within the same orbital plane. The slow approach trajectory of the nanosatellite attracts the attention of space object and debris trackers. They attempt to contact the registered owner of the nanosatellite, only to find it is logged as nonoperational, and therefore categorized as debris. They notify the commercial satellite owner of the potential for collision. However, before the nanosatellite breaks the threshold for the commercial satellite operator to attempt a collision-avoidance maneuver, it slows its trajectory and stops its approach. When this new position
stabilizes, the company decides to simply monitor the object in
collaboration with debris trackers, and continues with normal business.

After several months pass, the nanosatellite begins broadcasting
noise on the uplink frequency of the commercial spacecraft, effectively
jamming its target’s ability to receive further commands from the ground.
Due to the relatively close range of the nanosatellite, it requires only
minimal power to successfully jam its target. During the next attempted
contact with the commercial spacecraft, operators at the company realize
they are unable to send commands or otherwise communicate with their
satellite; they report the problem to their engineers and begin
troubleshooting.

In parallel, the company leadership receives a ransom demand:
unless the company pays the ransom, the offender will continue to hold
the company’s spacecraft hostage. At this point the company has no
idea how its satellite is being jammed, or even if it is being jammed; all it
knows is that it cannot command the satellite. Jamming from space is
just one possibility among many, and not necessarily the most likely.
The coincidental approach of the nanosatellite months ago does not
register as a potential issue.

Without the ability to upload new commands, the company is at
risk of being unable to fulfill its obligations to customer requirements.
Although the satellite might have robust capabilities that allow safe
operations for several days without commands from the ground, the
company's business model requires regular commanding to meet
customer needs. Every lost opportunity in meeting customer needs
represents lost revenue, and any delays in providing products to
customers hurts its reputation.

\footnote{For example, remote sensing satellites must provide updated target sets in order for
spacecraft to collect new data. This could be done several days or weeks in advance,
but without daily contact the company could not meet short-notice customer needs.}
The company’s engineers determine there must be a source of interference, but have no idea from where it is originating. It could be a ground-based jammer, but such a system would only work while the satellite was directly overhead. Since the inability to command persists across the entire low-earth orbit, this reason seems unlikely. They propose it might be a cybercrime attack, where the offender hacked the satellite directly and took control. However, their security architecture makes this very improbable; the offender would need the most current information regarding their proprietary hardware and software. The employees with access to such information are all employed within the company. If it were an insider threat, there is little they could do in the timeframe demanded by the ransom to avoid continued delays that affected revenue. If indeed an insider, they could investigate this possibility after the satellite was returned to full operational status.

After several days of various troubleshooting efforts, another demand from the offender arrives. It threatens to permanently damage or destroy the company’s satellite if the ransom is not paid within 24 hours. The engineers are unable to assure leadership of the plausibility of the threat, but this new information indicates that jamming might be occurring from space. As far as they know, nobody has attacked a commercial satellite in this manner before, but they admit it is plausible. Without direct ties to their government, the company leaders are unsure of how to appeal to anyone in the international community for assistance. Even if they did, they believe the attacker would damage the satellite in response.

Without any other viable course of action, the company’s top leaders relent and pay the ransom. They weigh the risks to revenue and reputation with their customers, and decide to keep the entire incident
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7 Unless the ground-based offender utilized system of jammers deployed worldwide to enable continuous interference.
confidential to avoid negative publicity and protect their stock prices. The offender confirms receipt of the funds, and the company regains control of its spacecraft. The nanosatellite remains dormant, lest it attract undue attention—the offender does not want to risk its identification as the source of jamming through the coincidence of its movement, and it retains the possibility of extracting additional ransom demands from this company after enough time passes. The total cost of the operation for the offender—nanosatellite construction, launch costs, ground equipment, personnel—was a fraction of the ransom received, leaving plenty of profit for future spacecrime endeavors.

While completely fictional, the scenario described above is possible with technology available in 2013. So why has this, or something like it, not yet occurred? The remainder of this chapter utilizes the three factors of Routine Activity Theory to examine the current and future status of offender, target, and guardianship in space. This analysis explains why spacecrime does not yet exist, and examines what near-term changes would allow such a scenario to come to pass. Although highly undesirable for all commercial spacefaring entities, it is unfortunately more plausible than at first glance.

**Motivated and Capable Offender**

A potential spacecrime offender must possess the technical skills to commit the criminal act and have access to a potential target. A robust military, civilian, and commercial space sector, combined with a growing educational and hobbyist segment, provides a significant community of individuals who possess the requisite knowledge and skills. The technology required to create a satellite is easier to obtain and less costly than just a decade ago. Companies are making advances in small spacecraft technology at a rapid pace, promising increased
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capability, decreased size and weight, improved performance, and more modular spacecraft designs. It has never been cheaper or easier to build a satellite than in 2013. The prohibitive issue therefore is not the lack of capable offenders per se, but their current inability to operate in space.

Access to space is still accomplished via the pointy end of a well-controlled explosion—a rocket. From the Saturn V to the Space Shuttle to modern commercial launch vehicles, rocket technology has not evolved as much as that of its payloads. While some government programs exist for educational institutions to launch small research satellites for low or no cost, the nature of these programs make it difficult for a non-educational offender to take advantage of them. Commercial launch providers continue to reduce overall costs and, in efforts to maximize profit per launch, they are creating more opportunities for small satellites as secondary payloads. Over time these efforts will reduce the barrier of cost for space access.

The remainder of this section surveys the current status and projected near-term advances in small satellite technology. It examines existing and projected launch opportunities for the next decade, and provides launch costs for a notional offender nanosatellite over that timeframe. As satellite technology continues to evolve, and launch costs become more accessible, a supply of motivated individuals and groups will evolve with the means and access required to commit spacecrime.

**Satellite Technology and Offender Capability**

The future trend for satellite technology is similar to most modern electronic systems: smaller size, lighter weight, better performance, and
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all at a lower cost.\textsuperscript{11} The most effective entry point for a potential offender is not through traditional large-scale and long-duration spacecraft. These systems generally require specialized knowledge, contain highly complex and proprietary subsystems and hazardous materials, and demand high-cost components to achieve long on-orbit duration. In addition, since a proportionally lower number of people possess the capability to produce these systems, choosing such a path would aid in attribution by lowering the pool of potential suspects.

On the other hand, nano- or picosatellites offer the required capabilities in a low volume, low mass, single-purpose, modular, and relatively inexpensive package. \textit{Nanosatellites} refer to those satellites with a total mass between 1.0 and 10 kilograms, while \textit{picosatellites} are those with a total mass between 0.1 and 1.0 kilograms.\textsuperscript{12} Several educational initiatives exist to encourage development of satellites using these smaller form factors.\textsuperscript{13}

One of the most prominent emerging standards is the CubeSat Project, an open-source collaboration of over 40 educational and private institutions.\textsuperscript{14} The CubeSat Standard, a specification created jointly by California Polytechnic State University and Stanford University, defines a one unit (1U) satellite as a cube of 10 centimeters per side, with maximum mass of 1.33 kilograms.\textsuperscript{15} The specification allows for cubesats up to three units (3U) tall, as if each unit were a building block

\textsuperscript{13} Filippo Graziani, International Academy of Astronautics, "2nd IAA Conference on University Satellites Missions and the 2nd Cubesat Winter Workshop," http://iaaweb.org/content/view/524/695.
stacked on top of each other.\textsuperscript{16} The specification also allows for 6U and 12U configurations, although none have been launched as of 2012.\textsuperscript{17} This standard led NASA to create the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (PPOD), a standard launch platform for multiple cubesats. Using a PPOD adapter allows a launch provider to open its secondary payload capacity to any developer adhering to the specification, rather than needing to build proprietary adapters for each individual satellite.\textsuperscript{18}

As cubesats become a standard for nanosatellite design, a drive towards modular and open, rather than proprietary, systems emerges. Since cubesats were born through the educational system, they have tended to include open hardware and software; designers often share their schematics and code with others freely. This helped breed a new generation of satellite integrators at the hobbyist and amateur levels (i.e. nonprofessional entities). For example, several individuals utilized Kickstarter, a popular crowdfunding site, to raise the capital necessary to build and launch nanosatellites.\textsuperscript{19} For just over $110,000, one of the groups used the popular Arduino platform to build and launch two cubesats to carry out various on-orbit experiments for their financial backers.\textsuperscript{20} Although these satellites do not contain the full capabilities required to carry out a spacecrime act as described in the scenario, it

\textsuperscript{16} A 3U CubeSat would therefore be 10cm x 10cm x 30cm, with maximum mass of 4kg.
\textsuperscript{18} National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Launch Services Program, Program Level Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (PPOD) and CubeSat Requirements Document, LSP-REQ-317.01 Rev A, http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/627972main_LSP-REQ-317_01A.pdf
demonstrates a trend towards achieving the development and launch costs that will be attractive to potential offenders.

The significance of these initiatives comes in the drive to utilize hardware not specifically rated for use in space. Until recently, only space-qualified hardware and software were used in satellites; this resulted in generally outdated hardware with limited capabilities. More recent hardware platforms such as Arduino, BeagleBone, Raspberry Pi and others provide satellite builders a wide variety of modular components to choose from, even if longevity on-orbit is less than their space-qualified alternatives. The low cost and large user community for these systems makes them ideal for cubesats whose life expectancy might be measured in months rather than years.

The drive toward off-the-shelf satellite design is epitomized in recent efforts to use a commercial smartphone as the primary computer for a satellite. NASA successfully integrated and tested a smartphone-powered cubesat, and plans to launch its PhoneSat 2.0 in mid-2013. Surrey Satellite Technology launched its STRaND-1 phone-powered cubesat in February 2013, effectively achieving the most powerful computer ever on-orbit. As of May 2013, testing was ongoing to determine its performance and life span while in space. Cheap and powerful computational hardware, combined with readily available
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software development tools, promise to increase the capabilities of future satellite builders.

The benefits of standardized platforms for a future spacecrime offender are numerous. Building the satellite becomes easier with modular hardware components, open source software, and a large community of educational and hobbyist enthusiasts.\(^{25}\) Solving tough challenges in development is a matter of crowdsourcing the problem under the guise of a legitimate experiment.\(^{26}\) Obtaining launch access becomes less complex due to standardization of payload requirements from launch vendors—as long as the satellite fits in a provider’s secondary payload bay, it has a way into space. The possibility of increased anonymity for an offender is also realized through using a standard platform. Since the offender’s satellite looks just like hundreds of other cubesats on the outside, it might be difficult to distinguish its nefarious purposes from the experimental ones of its neighbor. The more cubesats are launched, the more difficult attribution becomes, and it increases the probability for the offender avoiding detection and/or identification.

Besides technological capability, offenders also need the requisite skills to design and build systems for the space domain. The complexities of orbital mechanics, electronics, physics, propulsion, thermodynamics, wireless communications, and the other fields comprising astronautics are not tamed simply through modular components, standardization, and open systems. Although these skills are certainly obtainable through self-study, analogous to how many individuals learn advanced computer skills, due to the complex interdisciplinary nature of the knowledge needed it is more likely an


offender would obtain these skills through formal education. In 2011 there were close to 18,909 students in the U.S. pursuing undergraduate aerospace engineering degrees. A total of 3,459 aerospace engineering students graduated that year—the highest total in a decade—out of 83,001 engineering graduates. With 50-70 cubesats planned for launch in 2013 by US educational institutions, in addition to other small satellite programs, many of these students will have hands-on satellite design experience upon graduation. With 2012 unemployment rates for engineers at less than two percent, the vast majority of graduates work in various aerospace industries. Over 81,000 aerospace engineers work in the United States alone. As students and professionals transfer their knowledge into the growing hobbyist community, the combination of technological osmosis with the growth of modular components will empower those without advanced degrees to engage in satellite development.

Lest one remain unconvinced that building satellites is within the grasp of those not working within the satellite industry, a book designed for teachers to help sixth graders (11-12 years old) build their own picosatellite debuted in 2010. High school students have designed and

built cubesats with launch services provided by NASA. A series of do-it-yourself (DIY) books on satellite construction and the orbital environment were released by O'Reilly Media, a respected publisher of technical computer manuals. The Space Foundation’s *Space Report 2011* concluded, “construction of a cubesat is well within the reach of hobbyists and students.” Several successful crowdfunded satellite ventures are in development, while many other individuals work in “hacker spaces” across the country on their own projects.

The point is not that these systems are capable of (or necessarily leading to) carrying out spacecrime *now*, but that the foundational knowledge, technological capability, and support infrastructure is in place. These hobbyists generally lead open-source initiatives, which could lead to further commoditization and modularization of space systems, similar to the Arduino platform’s success in doing the same for the DIY electronics sector.

Technology and capability in small satellite development have improved greatly over the past decade, and promise to evolve further. Many knowledgeable people exist and are already building and launching small satellites, from high school to university, hobbyist to professional. This talent pool will increase as the technology becomes more accessible,
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33 “Sandy Antunes, O'Reilly Media,” http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/au/4997
modular, and open. The real challenge for potential criminals is therefore not the construction of a satellite capable of committing spacecrime, but getting that satellite into space. The following section addresses this challenge.

**Launch Opportunities and Offender Access to Space**

Access to space still occurs using essentially the same technology that launched Sputnik in 1957. Rocket science has not experienced many technological breakthroughs in the past five decades, with liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen retaining their primacy. Rocket engineering has indeed improved the efficiency of these rockets, but the average cost for launch in 2002 remained close to $12,000 per pound. Small satellite initiatives have led to many opportunities for secondary payloads launches, but non-educational efforts still require per launch costs in excess of $60,000. However, the international commercial launch market has reached a point where increased privatization and competition should begin driving down these costs. The increased supply of small satellite initiatives, combined with efforts to maximize profits for every launch, will create more and cheaper launch opportunities. This lowers the cost barrier for space access, and gives potential spacecrime offenders the ability to operate in the space domain.

There are approximately 21 launch vehicles available for commercial use worldwide, ranging from a maximum capacity of 27-53,000 kilograms per launch to LEO, and 517-12,980 kilograms per
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40 “What is your price?” http://nanoracks.com/resources/faq
launch to GEO. While there are currently no providers dedicated to launching microsatellites, most provide opportunities for auxiliary payloads for each launch. For example, NASA coordinates launch opportunities for cubesats as auxiliary payloads on government launches; as of early 2012 eight have been launched, with a total of 55 selected for launch through 2014. An Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) launch carried six auxiliary satellites in addition to its primary payload, including one small satellite (74 kilograms), two microsatellites (14 kilograms each), and two cubesats (3.0 and 6.5 kilograms). SpaceX provides cargo space aboard its Dragon capsule flights to the International Space Station (ISS) and, in partnership with NanoRacks, launches them directly from the ISS. Some of the companies focused on suborbital space tourism are also looking for opportunities to insert small satellites into orbital trajectories during their flights. As government, civilian, and commercial launch opportunities for auxiliary satellites increase, and standardization helps
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commoditize the cubesat launch market, increased competition promises to decrease the price of launch.\textsuperscript{48}

Some Russian launch providers currently launch cubesats as auxiliary payloads for approximately $40,000 per cube.\textsuperscript{49} Launching with NanoRacks through its partnership with SpaceX and the ISS carries a price tag of $30,000 for educational and $60,000 for commercial users.\textsuperscript{50} Other than obtaining a free ride through NASA's program, these represent the lowest launch cost available for commercial cubesats, with industry rates averaging approximately $85,000 per 1U cubesat. Future initiatives include not only expanded opportunities for launching cubesats as auxiliary payloads, but on dedicated nanosatellite launches as well. The Open Space Society announced its Small Cubesat Payload launch opportunity for 2015, promising to carry 50-100 cubesats in several size configurations into LEO aboard a single launch vehicle. As this initiative is part of its effort towards winning the Google Lunar X Prize, future missions could carry cubesats to GEO as well.\textsuperscript{51}

Other than launch costs, access to space requires registration with the United Nations. Depending on the nation of registration, various national organizations may also require coordination, such as the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for radio frequency and earth observation approvals, respectively. Given the wide variety of launch options and locations, motivated criminals could find a way around paper registration requirements, either through fraudulent registrations.

\textsuperscript{50} “What is your price?” http://nanoracks.com/resources/faq
or other means. It could also be relatively simple to maintain anonymity, analogous to the registration process for commercial websites and the ineffectiveness of attribution based on that registration data alone. Regardless of these requirements, the continued success of transnational crime (or rather, the inability to eliminate it completely) demonstrates that no regulatory requirement is completely effective at eliminating crime and corruption.

Launch providers also impose security requirements to ensure obviously dangerous satellites are screened out, analogous to airport baggage and cargo screening. In most cases this would not detect satellites dedicated to spacecrime, since the hardware used for jamming another satellite resembles that used for innocuous purposes. Criminals prove themselves extremely resourceful in exploiting weaknesses in even the most thorough screening procedures.\(^{52}\) But the threat of force is not necessary for successful spacecrime acts, and although some criminals might choose to employ the technology required for this, it is more likely the complexity and increased probability of detection prior to launch would dissuade most offenders.

A negative consequence of the growth of open hardware and software standards for satellites is that it raises the likelihood of exploitation and hijacking of space assets. Analogous to the hacker community in cyberspace, individuals will find weaknesses they can exploit within these systems. Whether hobbyist, educational, or even commercial satellites, any system that adheres to published standards assumes the risk that vulnerabilities could be discovered that allow unauthorized access or control. This could provide offenders an

alternative method to gain access to space, without the need to build and launch one’s own satellite. If offenders can commandeer a satellite and use it for their purposes, they not only avoid development and launch costs, but also gain anonymity since the satellite remains registered to the party that launched it. It also greatly reduces the challenge of launching a satellite into a specific target orbit: an offender need only find a satellite that can be commandeered, and which possesses the capabilities necessary to carry out the jamming attack, in the same orbit as its target. Offenders are aided greatly by the owners of educational and hobbyist satellites, since both groups tend to publish detailed information about their systems on the Internet for the benefit of their respective communities.\(^{53}\)

The purpose here is not to analyze the probability of this occurring, but merely to recognize that as modularization and commoditization of hardware, software, and knowledge increase, so do opportunities for offenders to exploit these efforts for nefarious purposes. Whether offenders build and launch their own satellites, or commandeer another’s satellite to use for spacecrime purposes, the effect is the same—crime occurs both in and from the space domain. An offender could also take advantage of various vulnerabilities found in open-system satellite architectures to hijack a satellite directly from the ground, and then ransom it back to its owner. Although this would also amount to a form of spacecrime, and its probability is increased by using off-the-shelf hardware and software, this business case (and many others) is not considered here. This thesis focuses only on those acts that avoid direct, physical interaction with the target satellite itself (i.e. jamming) rather than those acts that affect the internal workings of the target (i.e. hacking).

The primary challenge of space access in the near future is the relatively high cost, but these costs are within the reach of a well-funded offender, and promise to decrease over the next decade. An increased demand for small satellite launches, particularly via the cubesat standard, will drive commercial providers to provide a greater supply of launch opportunities. As new launch providers enter the market—from traditional large-scale companies such as SpaceX or Orbital Sciences to space tourism companies looking to maximize profit through launching a handful of cubesats—competition will most likely drive down the cost for auxiliary payload launches.\(^\text{54}\) Cubesats hold the potential to commoditize nanosatellite launch options, since standardization of launch mechanisms benefits both satellite developers and launch providers.\(^\text{55}\) As costs become less, one barrier to committing spacecrime is lowered. The next element in an offender’s spacecrime cost/benefit calculus is the value of the target, the topic of the next section.

**Supply of Suitable Targets**

There are currently 1046 operational satellites in orbit around the earth, and approximately 460 of them are commercial satellites and potential targets for spacecrime.\(^\text{56}\) This quantitative assessment is not sufficient to conclude all of these are suitable targets, and therefore a qualitative assessment is required. The suitability model from Chapter 1—value, inertia, visibility, and accessibility—is used in the following sections to analyze whether suitable targets exist in sufficient quantities to entice an offender into committing spacecrime. Each factor is examined in sufficient detail to conclude there are currently enough


commercial satellites in orbit to permit spacecrime to occur. Growth in the commercial satellite market only serves to enlarge this supply of suitable targets.

**Value**

The value of a given satellite relates to the ability of an offender to exact remuneration from the target’s owner. The amount of potential financial extraction correlates to the targeted satellite’s significance in the owner’s revenue stream. In other words, the targeted satellite must be worth enough to offenders to justify their required costs for extortion, and it must also be worth enough to its owner to justify paying a given ransom. The global commercial satellite market supports this concept of value.

According to a 2011 report, revenues for the global commercial space products and services sector were approximately $102 billion, an increase of nine percent over the previous year. The direct-to-home television subsector led the industry with $79.2 billion, followed by satellite communications at $17.9 billion, satellite radio at $2.8 billion, and earth observation at $2.0 billion. Global revenues increased an average of 10.7 percent per year from 2001 to 2011, and growth in all sectors is expected to continue over the next decade. Each subsector presents unique targets in a variety of orbits, and none is invulnerable to the scenario presented earlier.

Revenue is certainly an important aspect of value, but so is the cost of the satellite itself—commercial satellites are very expensive. The cost for individual satellites varies by mission: a modern commercial imaging satellite might cost $800 million, while a communications
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57 Space Foundation, *The Space Report 2011*. As stated earlier, the entire global space economy produced an estimated $189.4 billion in revenue, of which $102 billion came from the commercial space products and services sector.

Replacing a satellite not only requires the costly construction of a new satellite, but also the cost of launching the replacement, as well as the revenue foregone from the outage. Launch costs might be decreasing as described earlier, but optimistic estimates of $5000 per pound still results in a $20 million price tag for a 4000 pound LEO imaging satellite. A communications satellite in GEO might weigh 13,000 pounds or more. It appears the more fiscally responsible choice is to avoid the need to replace satellites already on orbit before exhausting their planned operational lives.

In one example of a satellite outage, XM Radio subscribers went without service for 24 hours in May 2007 due to technical difficulties with one of its geosynchronous satellites. The problem was due to internal causes, not from an external threat, but it still is a useful example for examining the financial repercussions of service interruptions. With over eight million subscribers at the time, had each requested a refund of a single day’s service it would have cost the company almost $8 million in lost revenue. Some subscribers claimed the company was negligent and within days initiated a class-action lawsuit. Fortunately for the company, it had already offered a one-dollar credit for any subscriber who requested it, and the case was dismissed just over a year later. Despite this legal success, and despite receiving

60 These are gross estimates; more costs comprise a launch than merely per pound estimates, to include insurance, registration, etc.
fewer than $1000 in refund requests, the yearlong legal process was still very costly. With over 20 million subscribers today following XM’s merger with Sirius radio, this example demonstrates the real-world impact of interfering with commercial satellite services. An offender could exert tremendous leverage on such a company, and the alternatives to paying a ransom—losing a large amount of revenue, damaging company prestige, losing customers to a rival service, or getting involved a legal dispute—raise the probability that an offender might succeed in an extortion attempt.

Value is therefore a function of both the revenue a satellite generates, and the replacement cost of the satellite itself. Since an offender threatens to exact costs to a target satellite’s owner in both these areas, it seems plausible that as long as a ransom was reasonable compared to the alternative, a company would choose to pay it. Without any ability to stop the offender’s attack, the company appears to have little recourse.

**Inertia**

In the context of the space domain, inertia refers to the physical characteristics of a satellite as expressed by its orbit. The altitude of a satellite determines its velocity, and its inclination governs where on the earth’s surface the satellite can be seen. The satellite’s mission governs both, and therefore certain missions tend to require specific orbits. Space might seem infinite compared with the finite nature of terrestrial transportation options, but in practice the orbits of cislunar space are quite analogous to sea and air routes. This relative predictability helps restrict the challenges facing an offender in accessing a suitable target.

Commercial satellites are mostly located in low-earth orbit (LEO) or geosynchronous orbit (GEO), with roughly an equal number of targets in
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each. However, the variety of orbital altitudes, planes, and inclinations for LEO satellites makes access more challenging. Due to the small size and limited propulsion potential of cubesats, offenders would need to launch their satellites into as near an orbit to the target as physically possible. Whereas changing altitude should not pose insurmountable technical challenges, changing planes or inclination could prove impractical or impossible once on-orbit. The offender would either need to accept a launch opportunity into whatever orbit was available, attempt to find an opportunity to launch into the same orbit as the target, or obtain launch access as a secondary payload on the target satellite’s booster. These are difficulties that can be overcome, but which could drive an offender towards different targets entirely.

A slightly smaller number of commercial GEO satellites present fewer target opportunities, but their assignment to a limited number of regulated positions makes targeting any one of them far easier. Should offenders choose a geosynchronous commercial target, they need only achieve geosynchronous orbit to greatly simplify their ability to rendezvous with a potential target.

**Visibility**

Visibility in space refers to the specific location of the satellite, similar to inertia but more specific. Whereas inertia relates to the predictability of satellite orbits due to physics, visibility relates to the ability of an offender to locate a specific target in space. The United States helpfully provides the location of all orbital objects, including commercial satellites, for free to the international community. In addition, an international group of amateur satellite spotters compiles data using various means and publishes it for anyone to access. If all
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65 Accessible through websites such as Space-Track (https://www.space-track.org).
66 One such community is the Colorado Springs Astronomical Society’s Earth Orbiting Satellite Observers Club (http://csastro.org/eosoc).
else fails, an offender could resort to intelligence gathering techniques to extract a target satellite’s current location. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to prove the technical ability to locate the orbital position of a target satellite, but the plethora of available data and analytic tools suggests they reduce the difficulty tremendously.

Given the pervasiveness of GPS technology, most modern satellites utilize satellite navigation signals to locate themselves on orbit. Although offenders won’t necessarily have direct access to this information about a target, they will know their own location precisely. Since the offender need not traverse very close to a target to execute a jamming attack, the available data is sufficient to allow planning for rendezvous and proximity operations.

**Accessibility**

The ability to gain physical access to a target satellite is one aspect of spacecrime, but avoiding detection, attribution, and/or apprehension further guides an offender’s cost/benefit analysis of a target’s suitability. If the nature of a potential victim is such that targeting it would lead to undue attention and retaliation, an offender might choose another target without such consequences. For this reason, an offender would most likely avoid targeting satellites associated with any nation with the technical means to identify the source of on-orbit jamming or locate terrestrial command and control signals. For example, targeting an American military, civilian, or commercial satellite is likely to evoke a strong national response, as would targeting a satellite associated with a nation allied or partnered with the United States. However, selecting a private commercial satellite from a nation without close ties to a major space power is more prudent.
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There is no international governing body to respond to criminal acts in space. Because of this, any private company must appeal to its national government for help in responding to spacecrime threats. This nation state must then entreat the international community to assist. Even if a space power with the means to help agrees to do so, the process of obtaining its assistance takes time. When adding the difficulties in locating the source of jamming in space, attributing it to individuals or group owners, geolocating the offenders on earth, and finally tracking and apprehending them, the likelihood of accomplishing this before the private entity loses an inordinate amount of revenue is minimal—the target is more likely to pay the ransom when in this position of weakness rather than lose the ability to earn future revenue with the satellite. By the time the ransom is paid, the offender retains the initiative—if it is difficult to locate a source of jamming in space while the jamming is in progress, it is impossible to do so once the offender turns off the jamming signal. The offender’s satellite returns to its status as just another small object in orbit, or, if the offender so chooses, could command it to reenter and burn up in the atmosphere (if located in LEO), thus removing all physical evidence of its existence.

Based on the factors of value, inertia, visibility, and accessibility, there are a sufficient number of suitable targets worthy of a potential offender’s attention. The capabilities of a potential offender and the ability to access specific orbits restrict and help determine which targets are suitable for that particular offender; all offenders have their own decision calculus, and may thus arrive at different sets of suitable targets. Just as the offender-target interaction affects this analysis, so does the target-guardian relationship. The accessibility of the target, and therefore the ability of an offender to succeed in a spacecrime endeavor without apprehension, is directly related to the lack of capable guardianship in space. The following section discusses this relation and the current status of space guardianship.
Lack of Guardianship

Guardians serve to prevent crime through the primary mechanisms of observation and response. As discussed in Chapter 1, the presence or absence of capable guardians directly impacts the probability of criminal activity occurring. Guardianship in space involves finding, tracking, and identifying space objects through various technological means of observation. This could include permanently emplaced methods such as advanced radars or large optical telescopes, mobile terrestrial systems, and space-based systems. The United States Space Surveillance Network (SSN) is the most robust system currently in existence, but America does not hold a monopoly on terrestrial and space-based means of observation. Several countries and international organizations possess some means of space surveillance, and amateur satellite trackers have an active community dedicated to tracking objects in orbit.\footnote{Brian Weeden, "Space Situational Awareness Fact Sheet," Secure World Foundation, Feb 1, 2012, http://swfound.org/media/1800/ssa%20fact%20sheet.pdf}

Applied to spacecrime, the task of finding, tracking, and identifying objects in space is not the most difficult aspect of observation. Every object launched into space is currently registered per the 1976 Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space with the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA).\footnote{"Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space," United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs, http://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/SORegister/index.html.} The challenge comes in attributing interference or jamming to a specific object located in space. It is difficult enough to geolocate terrestrial sources of satellite jamming, but when the geo- is not part of the location, the problem becomes significantly more complex. In the earlier scenario, the coincidence of approach of the pirate satellite to the target would likely help logically determine the source of on-orbit jamming. However, the problem of proving it with certainty is technical, and therefore presents
legal problems—if it is not possible to attribute blame to an on-orbit offender with assurance, the owner of the satellite could merely dispute or claim ignorance of any charges of wrongdoing.

If attribution to a specific object were possible, the next step would be to identify and find the physical location of the offender on earth. Spacecrime might occur *in* and *from* space, but for now the criminals must still live and operate on land or sea. The problem of locating a continuous ground-to-space jamming source is complex, but relatively straightforward. The offenders are usually located near the jamming equipment, so once the source of jamming is located, so are the offenders.

With a jamming source located in space, offenders could be located anywhere on earth within view of their satellite. The nature of on-orbit operations and modern satellite on-board processing reduces the need to be in continuous contact. Offenders need only transmit upload commands to maneuver into position, toggle power for the jamming signal, or otherwise change the satellite’s state in some way. Once in position and engaged in the spacecrime act, little to no communication with the satellite is required. The technical complexities of quickly locating these intermittent transmitters are immense, as evidenced by the proliferation of low-power cell phone and GPS jammers and the ineffectiveness of detection and enforcement to date. If a guardian cannot locate the offenders, it becomes difficult to take action against them.

---


Even if a guardian is able to find, track, identify, and attribute the source of an attack, a guardian must also be able to act to deter crime. The presence of a security guard might deter a shoplifter, but if the guard is forbidden from leaving the store, the thief is more likely to commit the crime and risk a chase, knowing the pursuit will be brief and escape more certain. Terrestrial examples of interference with space assets to date primarily involve nation-state actors, but the challenge would be at least as difficult for non-state actors and private corporations.  

Even with perfect intelligence and attribution of malfeasance, there are few mechanisms in place to take action against an offending asset located in space. While indirect action is possible—diplomatic pressure, terrestrial and transnational investigation and law enforcement, etc—those activities are not the focus of this thesis. Routine Activity Theory suggests a guardian needs to converge in space and time with an offender to be effective. Just as there are indirect methods to deal with piracy at sea, guardianship deals with the ability to respond directly to the threat in its domain. An aircraft might present a threat to a pirate mothership, but once the pirates hijack a vessel, any direct response must come from the sea. Without the ability to interdict, board, inspect, and commandeer, the only alternative is to sink the vessel—a decidedly suboptimal choice. This suggests true guardianship in space requires not only the ability to passively observe the space domain, but also to take direct action in space. There are many potential ways to address this requirement, but such speculation is left for further research.

The point here is that without adequate guardianship, the only way to deter spacecrime is through manipulating the other two factors: offenders and targets. For any other category of crime, it would be

unthinkable for leaders and policymakers to disregard an entire assortment of deterrence mechanisms because of political sensitivities. The next chapter summarizes the application of Routine Activity Theory to the space domain, and then offers some concluding thoughts on how policymakers might employ these ideas in the future.
CHAPTER 3

Conclusion and Application

*Society prepares the crime, the criminal commits it.*

Henry Thomas Buckle

*You ever get the feeling all hell’s about to break loose and there’s nothing you can do about it?*

Ali Vali

*The Devil Unleashed*

The convergence in space and time of offenders and targets, in the absence of capable guardianship, is closer in 2013 than at any other point in history. Since companies are reluctant to disclose crime publicly for fear of economic consequence and loss of consumer confidence, it is possible such an attack has already occurred.\(^1\) Technological progress will make building and operating small satellites cheaper and easier, while providing continually increasing levels of satellite performance. Combined with the decreasing cost for access to space through the commercialization of launch services, the number of potential offenders will continue to grow over the next decade.\(^2\) A wide variety of suitable targets exist today, and the commercial space sector is expected to continue growing.\(^3\) No single nation or organization has the capacity currently to exercise guardianship over space. With looming fiscal constraints facing the United States, it is unlikely to expand or acquire the required terrestrial and orbital systems necessary to observe, attribute, and act on criminal threats in space. Routine Activity Theory


\(^2\) As noted in Chapter 1, when the pool of capable offenders is large enough, at least some of them will become motivated to commit criminal acts. The actual motivations will be as varied as the individual criminal techniques employed.

predicts this nexus of offender-target-guardian characteristics provides the necessary conditions for spacecrime to occur.

Besides its utility in predicting the rise of spacecrime, Routine Activity Theory also provides value in determining what actions might help deter such crime. Manipulating any of the three factors has an influence on the amount of crime, and the current lack of offenders provides some evidence of this: no offender, no crime. The same is true for a lack of targets or achievement of perfect guardianship: either condition would result in zero crime. The challenge is that none of the factors can be manipulated into its ideal state without substantial costs. Therefore policymakers must analyze each factor individually, and decide how to optimize resources in an effort to prevent as much crime as possible. The following sections present some possible options to address each of the factors.

Reducing offenders in space will continue to center around the issue of access. If the ability to access space can be controlled, then the number of offenders operating there can be reduced. Physical access can be regulated by individual nations, by launch providers, and by international regulating organizations. By increasing the difficulty of gaining access to space, governments and launch companies can manipulate the number of potential offenders. The potential still exists for offenders to utilize cyber and other means to take control of satellites already on-orbit, but this is also an issue of access. A company controls the ease or difficulty of this potential through its choice of hardware, software, and associated security technologies for its satellite systems. As companies move towards modular and open-source hardware and software, these attempts to reduce cost and increase efficiency must be

4 For example, London’s pervasive closed-circuit camera surveillance represents a well-funded attempt at achieving localized, near-perfect passive guardianship, but has had arguably little effect on crime rates. For more information see Martin Gill and Angela Spriggs, Assessing the Impact of CCTV, UK Home Office Research Study 292 (Feb 2005).
balanced against security and the risk of criminal activity. By ensuring robust security architectures of its systems, the company can reduce the potential for manipulation, and therefore control access.

The suitability of a target satellite rests primarily on its value and accessibility—can an offender extract monetary value from the target and get away without being apprehended? Although the number of potential targets is likely to continue to increase over the next decade, their suitability can still be manipulated. In the context of the scenario presented earlier in this chapter, the value of a target rests in a company’s willingness to pay a ransom rather than lose revenue, prestige, or the satellite itself. An insurance regime could be created that would cover the costs of lost revenue and replace a lost satellite, allowing a company to refuse to pay the ransom without financial impact. As more companies acquired this insurance, the viability of spacecrime of this type would diminish greatly—if a target is unwilling to pay, and incurs little penalty by doing so, then an offender has little recourse but to continue jamming its target (with no financial result), move on to a more suitable target (admitting defeat), or follow through with its threat and destroy the target (eliminating its on-orbit asset). The first option is effective if the target incurs costs exceeding the ransom requested, but effective insurance negates the offender’s leverage. The last option makes little sense, as it would destroy the offender’s investment completely. The offender would most likely find a more suitable target. However, if a majority of companies joined the insurance regime, the list of suitable targets would be short, and the physics of orbital mechanics would restrict the list further. The offender might choose to target a noncommercial actor, but then risks escalating the response from a private entity to one with closer ties to a nation state. This further reduces the target’s suitability by increasing the likelihood of apprehension. An insurance regime might suffer from collective action issues that decrease its effectiveness and make it an imperfect response,

Assuming offenders are able to access space and find suitable targets, increased guardianship can affect the cost/benefit calculation of potential criminals and reduce their motivation to attempt spacecrime. Guardianship in space consists of observation, attribution, and action. Improved technical means to observe objects satellite \textit{from} space, both visually and electronically, would contribute to reducing the ability of an offender to commit spacecrime undetected and unattributed. But attribution in space does not mean attribution on the earth, and laws are only enforced and arrests only made on land or sea. In the given scenario, it would be near-impossible to geolocate offenders who requires only a few minutes to command their satellite each day, require relatively low power to do so, and can accomplish it from any location around the globe. Geolocating an offender on earth would require capabilities beyond those currently available in space.

I did not examine the back-end requirements of spacecrime in this thesis: collecting the ransom, laundering the money so it can be used for legitimate purposes, and doing it all while remaining anonymous and alluding authorities. Since these necessary activities are comparable to those required for other transnational crime—drugs, human trafficking, maritime piracy, cybercrime, etc—and since those crimes have not been eliminated, spacecrime offenders should be able to execute their business model without additional effort beyond what other transnational criminals must do.

In order to exercise effective guardianship \textit{of} space, there must exist means to take action \textit{in} space. A variety of options are possible for responses to space threats, including but not limited to: defenses for
targeted satellites (either within the satellite itself, or separate satellites that act as bodyguards), ground-based options such as lasers or orbital interceptors, or on-orbit active response measures (not part of the target satellite system). These options are all expensive, technically complex, rife with politically sensitive challenges, and worthy of further examination by others. When spacecrime occurs and a targeted satellite owner implores its government to do something, unless guardianship is improved, there might be no option other than to pay the ransom, thereby encouraging more attacks. Crime flourishes in the absence of effective guardianship.

Ultimately, the decision on how to balance responses to these three factors rests with policymakers. For example, America decided having planes hijacked or used as weapons was such an abhorrent possibility that it responded physically and financially in all three areas. Offenders were reduced through additional scrutiny at flight training schools. Targets are made less suitable by reinforcing cabin doors, making them more difficult to hijack. Guardianship was increased through airport screening of passengers and cargo, restrictions on what may be carried aboard an aircraft, installing air marshals to instill uncertainty, and other methods. In addition, the US improved its overall intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance methods, and works much more closely with the international community to find and defeat potential offenders before they can take action. These efforts exert tremendous influence upon a potential offender’s cost/benefit analysis, and therefore reduce (but do not eliminate) threats to aircraft.

Without lives on the line, it is unlikely such a response would occur to protect machines operating in space. However, the number of commercial initiatives in manned space tourism and exploration are
increasing. It appears that private astronauts are moving from the realm of science fiction into reality. When manned platforms become potential targets, the decision calculus changes considerably—without an effective way to respond to threats, ransoms are even more likely to be paid. The simple framework of offender-target-guardian therefore provides a robust model for not only predicting that spacecrime will occur, but for deciding what actions to take to mitigate the threat before it becomes reality. The future is not determined for humanity—it determines its future through the decisions it makes and the actions it chooses to take today.

When the first offender decides to commit crime in space, someone must do something about it. The international community may take a strong stance analogous to maritime piracy: the cost to do nothing is too high and only encourages more piracy, so it became a global problem that garnered an international response. While spacecrime could exact large costs in prevention attempts, it could also provide benefits to society at large. Just like the global cybersecurity industry, spacecrime might drive new research and development agendas, lead to new technologies, and result in new jobs centered on protection of space assets and spacecrime prevention. Economists might argue that spacecrime would benefit society in the aggregate, especially since no humans are yet physically affected by the criminal act. There might be more wealth created from a small amount of crime in space than if spacecrime were never to ever arise, but this line of argument is well beyond the scope of this thesis. Policy makers and economists must examine these and other issues in future research.

---
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